
Be a creator!

A perfect world is a world where we can be happy.
I would fill this world with things I enjoy. 
Looking into the future, like into a mirror of time, with keen eyes like a cat, I see myself as 

an adult with fulfilled dreams together with my loved ones slightly aged.
I would like to build a perfect world where I would keep the family just the way it is. 
When I walk beyond my home, I see things, which fill me with happiness and sadness. 
My country is beautiful and you can see wonderful nature, but crippled by reckless and 

negligent  acts  of men.  The perfect  world would have more  green,  trees and flowers,  birds and 
animals, blue sky, quiet rain and beautiful rainbows.

There are on Earth people that lose hope. For them I would bring from the perfect world a 
crystal ball, and I would give it to every newborn – the globe of hope. When people think they lost 
everything and their life is pointless, I want them to be able to lay hands on this globe and then see a 
window opening as the door closes.

In the perfect world, the people would be born with hope. There would not be people that 
live a hard life, sick or sad; people would lean on the knowledge and experiences accumulated, as 
on a walking stick.

There would not be intelligent people humiliated in poverty or dying people because they 
have no medicine, or honest men robbed by thieves.

In the perfect world, the love between people would be real and would not leave room for 
hate and wars; their conciseness would be higher than now, here.

Until we can build a perfect world outside of us, we can make it inside of us. Certainly, who 
can do it, will be the maker of the perfect world.

I  wish to be one of them; therefore,  I  look for happiness daily.  I  am thankful  for each 
morning, for my health, my family and the planet I was born on.
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